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A GOOD PLACE TO BREAK THE PENCIL
Exact and de finite building specifications encoura~e
fa ir bidding practices and promote good construction.
They are welcomed hy reliable contractors because
they estahlish recognized standards and assure truly
compar a tive p r oposals.
Why take a ch ance on t he roofs you specify fo r
your clients? \"'\Trite in " Barrett Specification Roof"
. and put a period after it!
The B arrett Specific:ltion stipulates known quan-

tities, known qualities and k nown application t echnique to produce a known result-a roof that will he free
from upkeep and mainte nance for 20 years, at least.
Spccif y the " Barre tt Specification Roof" in your
buil d ing specifications, and avo id the disap pointment s
and troubles that can result from faully roof constructioJ) .
\Vhere estimates are tight or econom y essential,
speC'ify a " Barrett Black Diamond Uoof".

THE BARRETT COMPANY LIMITED •

Montre al, Toronto, Winnipeg , Vancouver

I t l I

GOLDIE N

JUBILEE

YEAR

FIFTY YEARS OF SERVICE

to Outadimt h~,
1888 .. 1938

The abo11e shows lhrli•g Brothers Lillfiletl worls _ . o/fu'es, OllauM llllll Pri~~ee Slreds, Jd_,ul,
as they appelt'r loU.,. The premises tUttlpietl b1 tbj,.,. whe11 it Will$ first establisheJ;, 1888 ct##
shtnmt ;, the while eirtle til righl.

When the Darling brothers, Arthur, George and
Frank, established their engineering business at
the corner of Queen and Ottawa Streets, Mont·
real, in 1888, they could scarcely have foreseen
the subsequent growth of industrial Canada and,
with it, of their own business.
The products of Darling Brothers are found
today in all classes of industry throughout the
Dominion. Their reliable and modern designs

• •

A

PARTIAL

Pumps for any Service.
WEBSTER Systems of Steam
Heating.
Steam Appliances.

LIST

OF

continue to add to a fifty-year reputation for
sound engineering practice.
The skilled engineering staff maintained by
Darling Brothers in nine offices throughout Canada, is ready at all times to ensure the correct
installation and operation of their products. Consultation and advice on all engineering problems
relating to D arling products is a service freely
given to industry by them.

Ll

G

Heaters and Heat Exchangers.
DARLING-AMERICAN Air
Filters.
Passenger and Freight Elevators
and Dumbwaiters.

R ODUCTS

• •

Spray Pond Cooling Systems.
Grey Iron and Semi-Steel
Castings.
MASON Safety Stair Treads.

Oi!rling Brothers JimitecJ.
140 PRINCE ST.
Halifax,

Saine Joh n, N .B.,

MONTREAL, CANADA
Quebec,

Ottawa, Toronto,

Timmins,

N oranda,

Winnipeg,

Calgary,

Vancouver,

St. John's, Nild.

Wherever Steel Pipe is Used
RED DIAMOND Scale Free Pipe
is Preferred !
Con struction
Red Diamond Pipe is used
exte nsivel y in general con·
struction because it is uni·
form. The builder knows that
every length is of b ighest
quality, and is tested to with·
stand pressures of more than
700 pounds.

Plumbing and Heating
Plumbing and heating contractors rely on Red
Diamond Scale Free Pipe because it is easier to
thread, easier to cut, and easier on the dies. It
reduces labour and gives better service in use.

Mines
The scale-free surfaces of Red Diamond pipe re·
duce cor rosion, tbe greatest trouble maker in mine
installations. Ir is easier to handle on the job
because it is easier to bend, and easier to thread.

Industries
Red Diamond pipe is better for
industrial uses because its clean,
scale-free surfaces give greater
carrying capacities, and a free·
dom from clogged valves or
passages.

Red Diamond Scale Free Pipe
has been manufactured for more chan
a quarter century. Production was scarred
in 1911 in one of the most modern plants on the
continent. Since then, the company has spared neid1er
effort nor money in keeping pace with all improve·
ments in butt-welded pipe manufacturing practice.
We also manufacture in our plants which cover an
area of many acres, a wide range of steel products, most
of which are made from ELECfRIC STEEL produced
in our own furnaces. These products include bolts and
nuts, rivers, merchant bars, angles, and wood screws.

Order from Your
Nearest Jobber

CANADIAN TUBE & STEEL PRODUCTS, LIMITED
MONTREAL

2
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GOOD HEATING IS A CONVEYOR FOR
--- A R C H IT E C T S ' GOODS
DUNHAM
OfFFERENTitil

HEATING

1

A RCHITECTS' goods' a re certain satisfactions
inherent in the design of every fine b uild ing.
Indoor comfort increases the flow of these 'goods'
from a building to its users.
Temperature is the critical comfort factor. Dunham
Differential Heating keeps building temperatures
constant. C irculating sub -a tmospheric steam under
control, it maintains comfort ... one sure medium
for the flow of 'Architects' Goods'. C. fl. Dunham
Co., Ltd., 1523 DavenportRoad, Toronto, Canada.
A Canadian College, 'changed- over' from a one· pipe system to
DiHerential Heating, reduced its normal season's coal consumption from 378 to 203 tons, a saving of 175 tons per lilormal season.

IMPERIAL PAINTS

AND

ENAMELS

Ensure:
PROTECTION

BEAUTY

without hazard of experiment

that lasts

MONEY VALUE

that fosters Goodwill

IMHPERIAL VARNISH & CoLOR Co.
LIMITED

TORONTO
MONT REAL
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Wire for the ARRow

Path of Light

all through
the house

Plan to put SWITCHES at all room entrances, so a person walks
in a PATH OF LIGHT from one room to another! El iminate
stumbling in the dark when passing anywhet·e through the
house, or up and down stairs. Install THREE-WAY switches at
both entrances of a large room, to turn lights on or off at either
doorway. This is the new idea of CONVENIENCE - which helps
make owners "see the light" in t.he matte r of adequate wiring ... Number 6444 Single-Pole
Switch; Number 6446 ThreeWay, exemte the ideal

ARROW-HART & HEGEMAN (CANADA) Ltd.
310 Spadina Ave., Toronto, Ont.
6
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There's a big swing
to f!f!MONEL" Kitchens
Planned Kitchm in rhe home of
w ALTliR P. ZliLLER,
Westmoun.t, QtJe.

GRATTAN

D.

THOMPSON,

Archirw.

BREMNRR· NORRrs & Co. LTD.,
Cofltrat·tor.

Imrallarion mptrviJtd by
KITCHBN PLANNING SERVI CE,

111ontreal.

"MONEL" is smarr, beautiful, practical, and practically everlasting. No
wonder it's the vogue in the new "planned kitchens". Women like it
because it's so easy to clean and keep clean; because it becomes even more
beautiful with age; because its resilience safeguards their china and glass
against chipping and breakage.
And what an advantage to have a continuous sweep of "MONEL" over the
sink, range and cabinets, with no dirtcatching gaps or cracks.
It will simplify your kitchen planning
problems to specify "MONEL" . There
are sinks and cabinet tops in a great
variety of standard sizes. "MONEL"
can also be fabricated to fit any
unusual shape.
We will be glad to supply any
d esire d information on 2/J N/CKEL + f8 COPPER
"MONEL" or kitchen planning.

.
1

CANADIAN NICKEL PRODUCTS LIMITED - 25 KING STREET WEST, TORONTO.

THE

A SubsidiatJ' of

INTERNATIONAL NICKEL COMPANY OF CANADA LIMITED
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c_Allpipe is not alike. Nor is all water. The
problem is to select the right pipe material to give maximum service at lowest
cost under any given set of conditions.
IGHER price is no longer a deterrent
the
selection of durable material for plumbing
H
and heating lines. For the two time-tried alloys of

is not intended to infer that pipe less durable than
copper or brass is not satisfactory for use under
favorable conditions.

Anaconda Brass Pipe are now supplemented by a
complete line of Anaconda Copper Tubes for use
with solder fittings.
And today an instaUation of these copper tubes
with solder-type fittings costs practically the same
as piping that rusts!

H owever, water from reservoirs only twenty-five
miles apart often varies greatly in corrosiveness.
As increasing demands of population and industry
causes cities to go farther afield for their water, the
possibility of drastically increased corrosiveness in
future supplies is ever present.

Waters Change

And Times Have Changed

T here has been an increasing trend coward chemical and mechanical treatment of water supplies.
Although purifying the water, such treatment often
tends to increase its corrosive effect on pipe. This

Twenty . .. even fifteen years ago ... much residential piping was exposed -making it relatively
easy and inexpensive to repair or replace. Today,
piping is hidden in walls and .floors - a potential

tO
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source of damage and expense when ruscable
material is used.
It is these circumstances which have caused many
architects to regard non-ruse piping of brass or
copper as an essential feature in sound construction.
Anaconda offers brass pipe to meet any water condition, and copper rubes where price is an allimportant consideration. Further, our Technical
Department is prepared to help determine the
character of any local water supply, and to recommend the material that will best and most economically meet specific conditions.

A BOOKLET FOR EVERY ARCHITECT
AND ENGINEER
Here is an up· tO· th e-miouce 32·
page discussion of brass pipe and
<:Oppe( cubes. It touches on water
conditions, on d iffe rent brass
alloys, on copper cubes for solder
assembly, on applications, on inscal!acion p roced u res. There are
co ndensed cables of sizes and
weights, complete flow charts and
recommended specifications.

Your free copy will be mailed promptly on reqrtest

ANACONDA AMERICAN BRASS LIMITED
Main Office and Mill : New Toronto, Ont.

(Made-in-Canada Products)

Montreal Office : Dominion Square Building
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M odern ArchitecturaL Concrete tn OLd Quebec
The Cartier Theatre at Rimouski,
Quebec, is an excellent example of
the successful use of concrete where
fire-safety, permanence, striking appearance and economy are required.
Built for l e Bon Theatre ltee., Rimouski, M. Elzear Cote, president,

by La Compagnie Santerre Limitee,
Rimouski, it was designed by G.
Fernand Caron, Architect, 88 Cote de
la Montagne, Quebec. The decorator
was Robt. Blatter of the same address.
Seating capacity of the Carrier
Theatre is 600.

For irzformation on Arcbitectural Concrete or otbe1· uses of concrete, write

CANADA

CEMENT

COMPANY

Canada Cemen t Company Building Sales Offices at :
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MONTREAL

TORONTO

LIMITED

Phillips Square. Montreal
WINNIPEG

CALGARY
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• • • WITH LIGHTING

BY

Curtis

NHANCING his reputation and increasing his prosperity by the
soundly inspired creation of functional structures the successful
E
modern architect plans early the various factors essential to his
completed project. Among these is Modern Lighting-without which
his creation would fall far short of perfection.
Striking Built-in
Lighting E ffects
and
Indirect Luminaires

That is why so many successful architects consult CURTIS as soon as
,;
the "dream buildings" they conceive are ready for the exacting
##
reality of blueprints. For you can depend on the world-wide expe#
rience of CURTIS to assist you in designing correct illumination- # # #
#
specifically planned for your building an d your budget.
,'

•
nq
Curtis Llqhti

#
##

•

#

Curtis
LiQhting
Cannda

or

/'"w~:~.~~~~~:~~~:e~
##

Pleas e se nd me the

/<h~ ~~~:~?~ ~~~p~i~~~~:~i

of Canada Limited

,,

#

0

service to architects.
Name.. .. ..... ........ .. ............ ...... .. ..

#

260 Richmond Street west, Toronto

,,'
,'
#

Address .. ...................................... .

...................................................... .
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HERE are two architects whose literary efforts have given us much pleasure,
Mr. C. H. B. Quennell and Mr. Percy Nobbs. Mr. Quennell's and his wife's
"Everyday Things in England," Greece and elsewhere must be in many thousands
of homes where there are children ; and Mr. Nobbs' delightful book on fly fishing
was the cause of our turning our back on the disgusting worm forever. W e have a
friend who made a metal frame which he attached to his chest, so that Mr. Nobbs'
book could lie open on it while he waded the scream in accordance with the instructions of the Canadian Compleat Angler.
We have also enjoyed Mr. Clough Williams-Ellis, whose popular essays on
architecture are well known. This Christmas, however, he came out with a book
by his whole family, "In and Out of Doors" by Clough, Amabel, Susan, Charlotte,
and Christopher Williams-Ellis. We bought it blind for our son from a brief review,
but it has been in constant use since Christmas and has been twice out of the house
on loan. T wo girls and a boy-all three still in their teens-are chiefly responsible
for the book and the authors " thank cousins, grandmothers and many other friends
who have helped them either by making suggestions, liking the pictures or by laughing in the right places." The book deals with boats and sailing, plants and animals,
cooking, games, things to read, photography, acting and dressing up, oddments and
oddities, but that gives a very incomplete picture of a fascinating book.
In things to read, the Ballads and Poetry are particularly well selected and
range from 1350 B.C. (Egyp tian) to the Grear War. It is probable that Mr. WilliamsEllis, rather than his children, liked Pope's famous lines on Blenheim Palace"Thanks, Sir," cried I, "'tis very fin e!
But where d'ye sleep, or where d'ye dine?
I find, by all you have been telling!
That 'tis a house, but not a dwelling."
In oddities there are several epitaphs of which we have hitherto heard only
garbled versions. Among the best are the following three On H.R.H. Frederick, Prince of Wales, 1751.
Here lies Fred
Who was alive, and is dead,
Had it been his father
I had much rather;
Had it been his mother,
Still better than the other ;
Had it been his sister,
No one would have missed her ;
H ad it been the entire generation,
So much the better for the nation ;
But since 'tis only poor Fred,
Who was alive and is dead,
There's nothing to be said.

Here lies Jane Smith,
Wife of Thomas Smith, Marble Cutter.
This monument was erected by her
Husband as a tribute tO her memory,
And a specimen of his work.
(Monuments of this same style are
T wo hundred and fifty dollars. )
Here lies Marcin Elmerod,
H ave Mercy on his Soul, good God,
As he would do were he Lord God,
And you were Marcin Elmerod.

We are very grateful to Clough, Amabel, Susan, Charlotte and Christopher for
a most amusing and delightful book.
-EDITOR.

TOWARDS A HEALTHY SOCIAL LIFE
A discussion on T oum and Countt·y planrting

T H E GARDEN CITY IDEAL
By Sir Raymond Unwin

T

HE purpose of rown and country planning is co
make sure that the places where people live and
work and play are arranged in the most efficient
way. Arranged, I mean, so that the most can be made
of the land on which we build and the land which we
cultivate or leave in a more or less natural scare. So
what the land planner aims to do is to increase our human sum of good by the appropriateness and efficiency
of his schemes.
You can cake the family as a typical unit, social and
economic, a group of people bound together by kinship. Cities are larger units, rather of the same kind,
though the people who live in them are bound together by different ties. There is the industrial tie between employer and employed, the commercial tie
between shopkeeper and customer, and so on. The
result of all this is a kind of coherent pattern of social
life, and it makes all the difference between a community and a mere crowd. T his pattern is taken into
account by the sensible town planner.
Now, of course, there is, so to speak, a negative side
of town planning, which consists of trying co undo the
tangles due to bad planning in the past, or co no planning at all. But there is another kind, where the stress
is laid on what can and ought to be done in the future,
without too much deference co possible obstacles. Garden City planning belongs co the second type. Its first
great exponent was Sir Ebenezer Howard. It tries to
facilitate the natural growth of healthy social life, and
the method is to keep towns down to a convenient size;
because if towns get inflated beyond a certain point,
the pattern is lost, and you get congestion and all its
disagreeable consequences. Howard pointed out that
it was no good going on making additions round the
outer margin of a huge, overgrown rown. T herefore,
when the limit had been passed, new development
must cake the form of completely new units, each fully
equipped. These new towns would stand in the relation of satellites to the parent city, and their inhabitants would by no means be cur off from enjoying the
advantages and amenities of the parent city. This is
the first principle of Garden City planning as applied
to a growing town. The City Corporation of Manchester are developing Wythenshawe on these lines.
The second principle is, that you must have ample
space for all the characteristic needs of a town community. All forms of crowding are thoroughly bad.
They are unnecessary and expensive, and bad for
health as well as for the general efficiency of life. Let
us look at the figures provided by researches made at

Letchworth during a period of over thirty years, and at
W elwyn and elsewhere for not quite so long a time.
According to some figures which have lately been published, based on a five years' average, it appears that
the general death rate of the country is 50 per cent.
higher than that of Letchworth. The infantile death
rate is 84 per cent. higher, and the tubercular death
rate 100 per cent. higher. Rather startling figures. Believe me, the contrast will be still greater if you compare Letchworth with other industrial rowns.
As regards space, I think most people have an exaggerated idea of the amount of space needed for rowns.
T he whole population of the world, if you housed
them in cottages at ten families co the acre, could be
got into this small island. Look at it on the map. Space
is not really a problem at all. The problem is planning.
To come back to Letchworth. Letchworth has given
us the standards of space that we need for generous
urban planning. From the areas occupied for different
purposes by the fifteen thousand inhabitants of Letchworth, we can easily calculate what the difference
would be if we altered the density of dwellings in any
other town. Take Birmingham, a city with a million
inhabitants. If you allowed seven acres per thousand
of the population for open spaces, there would be
very little difference in the size of the town whether
you housed all the people in flats at forty co the acre or
in cottages at twelve to the acre. In fact, the difference
measured from the centre tO the circumference would
only be decimal seven of a mile. Even in the extreme
case of the ten million of Greater London, the difference in size between the two methods of housing
would be less than two miles.

KEEPING TOWN AND COUNTRY SEPARAT E
By Thomas Sharp
Well-know n Authority on Town Planning and Rural Preservation

Of course I accept Sir Raymond's definicion of the
aims of town and country p lanning. I would also
strongly support the idea of bui lding new satellite
towns instead of allowing our overgrown cities to
sprawl about as they do now. But I don't at all agree
that these new towns, or the extensions of our present
smaller towns, should be built of detached and semidetached cottages, like the Garden Cities and all their
thousands of imitators in municipal housing estates
and builders' estates.
What I dislike about the Garden City is its romantic, cottagey, arty-and-crafty playing-at-being-a-village
instead of being a town. I think this romanticism silly
and false. Like the falseness of "Ye olde flickering
27

logge fires". Yes: just like that. They both spring, as
a matter of fact, froin the same source. People like
William Morris, with the best intentions in the world,
advocated a return to medireval craftsmanship instead
of improving the vile products of the machine. And
our housing reformers, working on the same lines,
advocated an adaptation of the medireval village, instead of trying to improve our dreadful machine-made
towns. And both ideas got shockingly debased in practice. Of course it's all very easily understandable, and
one can have a good deal of sympathy with the people
who adopted that attitude forty or fifty years ago. We
who dislike it now would probably have done the
same. It's the persistence of the attitude today, when
we should have grown out of it, that makes it so deplorable. If someone gave me the job of building a
really urban town today I probably wouldn't be
allowed co do it. The town as a huge cottagey hamlet
has become the law of the land.
The Garden City has ended up as a kind of suburbia,
enforced on everyone whether they like it or not. Moreover, it has created the attitude of mind that regards
the countryside as a mere appendage to the town, mere
waste land. The Garden City idea, in its misused form,
is a good deal responsible for the destruction of the
countryside. It has destroyed the idea of the real town,
roo. It has made people ashamed and afraid of genuine
rowns. It has made them think that no really urban
town can be decent, or civilized, or fit to live in; but
just a place to do business or amuse oneself in, and
then to escape from as quickly as possible. There is no
conception of the urban town today: there is just the
idea of chis romantic Garden City suburbia. The key
word to it all is escape. But isn't it absurd that we
should be crying to escape from urban life at this time
of day? Why do we try to deceive ourselves that we are
a nation of countrymen, or a nation of part-time peasants, to whom towns are really rather unimportant?
We are the most urban people in the world. Over
eighty per cent. of us are bound to live in or on the

edge of rowns. Our civilization is based on mass induserial production. T hat demands our living in mass
assocfation, in co-operative communities, in urban conditions. It is stupid to try to ignore it, co be ashamed of
it, to run away from it into imitation villages. Why,
instead of crying to escape from the town into suburbia,
don't we try co build really splendid towns? Surely
that would be the more sensible thing to do: to make
our rowns places that we could be proud to live io.
That is the sort of town I want ro see us building in
England, instead of our half-baked suburbs that sprawl
about endlessly, trying co deceive themselves that they
are country villages. T owns that are urban and proud
of it, and that are compact, so that you can quickly get
out of them into an unblemished countryside. T owns
with a beginning, a middle and an end, entirely urban.
I want to emphasize that- streets, clean honest formal
unashamed urban streets; houses, not curly strings of
semi-detached cottages towering under trees. And
blocks of fiats. I don't see how we can avoid building
fiats when we rebuild the slum areas of our existing
cities. But there's a place for flats even in our new
cowns; towers of .flats .fifteen storeys high, for those
who want them. But chiefly we should return co streets
in genuine urban formation, of large-scale architectural composition. The idea of a street as something
beautiful has disappeared, but I know of no other
means of getting beauty in a town. And let there be
trees, plenty of trees, but trees subordinated co the
cown, not trees that dominate it.
That's the kind of town we should build. And I'm
sure we would not only get far more beauty there than
in any suburban-looking Garden City- neither rown
nor country. And we have quite as high a standard of
health, and a far higher sense of citizenship than we
can get in our huge imitation villages. And by having
these towns made compact, we would be able to keep
the country beautiful, too. For I'm sure that it is the
Garden City idea that's at the root of the ruin of the
countryside, as well as of the decay of the garden.
Cotm esr of T he Limmer. N ovember.

Messrs. Batsford have produced an excellent little
book, "The English Garden", similar in size and
arrangement to their "Homes and Gardens of England", which we constantly use as a reference book. We
have also recommended the latter co friends going to
England . It gives a great deal of useful information on
larger and smaller historic houses. You know in the
appendix whether the house can be seen and on what
days; where the nearest station is and the nearest town
or highway. We could have added a great deal ourselves, such as "Owner delightful if you get past the
butler who has terrified a generation of architectural
28

students". But we are reviewing the wrong book. Both
have a coloured frontispiece, the earlier one a drawing
of Hadden Hall by Sidney R. Jones, which is delightful, and the later a rather sentimental sketch which
does not seem to add much co the glory of the English
garden. H owever, that is our only criticism of the book
in which much is crowded into a very small space. The
text is well written by Mr. Ralph Dutton and his choice
of illustrations both from drawing and photograph
could not be improved upon.
"The E·n glish Garden" by Ralph Dutton, published by B. T . Batsford
Limited , London, England. Price, $L87 .
Jo urna l, Royal Architectura l In stit ute of Canada. Februa ry, 1938.

DESIGNING THE CANADIAN MOVING PICTURE THEATRE
B:Y ERIC W. HOUNSOM

A LL architects are familiar with the ancient legend

.1"\_

of the king who called upon his historians to
write the hiscory of mankind, and of how that
busy monarch kept them condensing their record until
upon his deathbed he was given the final condensation
of the history of man which contained these eight
words: "He was born, he suffered and he died."

T o the architect with a moving picture theatre commission, the condensation of all informacion about
moving picture theatres might be expressed in these
words: build for obsolescence.
Mr. S. Charles Lee, prominent theatre architect of
Los Angeles, says: ''Theatre buildings do not depreciate-they become obsolete.... If I can devise a theacre with exterior and interior treatments that can be
buttoned on and unbuttoned off like a shirt, I will
become the Rockefeller of architecture."
We cannot coo emphatically agree with these statements of Mr. Lee, and the archi teet should consider chis
factor of obsolescence the most important factor influencing his approach to his problem.
Whether or not the architect is modern, traditional
or romantic in his outlook, he should think carefully
before he spends thousands of dollars creating a plaster
palace in chis or that style which may be ripped off the
walls because it is nor suitable for grandeur, or third
dimension pictures, or something or anything which
may cause changes in the projection of pictures.
Your client will have no choice, in the future, in
accepting changes brought about by improvements at
the source. Improvements will be accepted no matter
what the cost. We accepted calking pictures even
though such acceptance often entailed costly alterations.
It is not our incencion to advocate any style, as such,
but if this stressing of the factor of obsolescence is
warranted, then the modern or international style for
theatres will appear logical without any suggestion
from us. The modern style for moving picture theatres
is roost economical in first cost and most easily modified co suit changes.
Much has been said about modernism in architecture, which we say is based upon a scientific evaluation
of materials, yet there are few buildings today whose
functional requirements are new. Our churches have
scarcely changed their requirements in centuries. We
still live as family units in houses.
Because our aim in writing this article is to be practical, rather than academic, we shall deal only with the
design of small theatres. Anticipating possible objection to this choice, we would like to remind the reader
that most theatres are of small seating capacity.

Seven -eighths of all theatres in the United Scates
sear less than one thousand people. Theatres having a
capacity of between cwo hundred and three hundred
far exceed in number those of any ocher size. We have
no doubt these figures are applicable to Canada.
The Canadian architect who may profit in some
practical way from chis article will be designing a
small theatre. If he already has a reputation as a theacre designer, he is capable of carrying our commissions
for large theatres without any suggestions from us. We
also believe chat plans for large European houses, interesting as they are, have little value for the small theatre
designer.
The architect may sometimes envy the bridge engineer because his work is devoid of any suggestion of
sentiment. His problem is clear and his calculations
are based upon exact knowledge. The hospital architect has also been able co discard sentiment in his
approach co his problem. Such buildings as factories,
hospitals, fire halls and office buildings present intricate
problems of their own, but as they are based upon exact
knowledge and understood requirements, their solutions are more simple than that of the cinema.
In our approach to the moving picture theatre, all
we can do with certainty is co divorce it from the sentiment surrounding the legitimate stage. This detachment from the glamour and precedent investing buildings devoted to the productions of the "theatre" is our
first step. The realization that the moving picture theacre is a distinct type and not a smaller and less important theatre, is a progression from che older idea, which
produced auditoriums as dead as those of legitimate
houses but with only a flat screen tO compensate for the
lost life and colour upon the stage.
The next step is complicated by the uncertainty of
the architect's aim. His building is tO show films and
under the best possible conditions of vision, comfort
and acoustics, of course - but what of the factor of
audience reaction and all rhe factors that may be included under the general heading of entertainment?
Entertainment has no known recipe which may be
seated in terms of face.
Even the slope of the floor influences the entertainment factor, and about this there are many opinions
but no facts. Our own floor fall is merely our opinion
of what constitutes a good floor fall. Vision and economy are not the only factors governing the design of
floor falls. The architect muse decide for himself if it is
better for the patron co feel isolated (normal floor) or
co feel submerged in a crowd as in some of the newer
types of floor falls.
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It is obvious that an office building is not well designed if it cannot be operated at a profit. If the upper
floors cannot be rented because of inadequate elevacor
service, we blame the architect for poor judgment. We
feel that if the theatre does not offer the maximum of
entertainment, it is also poorly designed even though
it is operated at a profit. The office building sells space
and service. The moving picture theatre sells entertainment. If the architect feels that the responsibility of
entertaining is purely Hollywood's, we would like to
present the opinion of that master showman and architect's advisor, the late S. L. (Roxy) Rothafel.
"What makes a theatre pay? I am inclined co reply,
good entertainment, and offer no furth er qualification.
Such an answer would be misleading, however, because I mean by good entertainment much more than
would be included in the usual understanding of the
term. I prefer to use the word entertainment in the
same sense that it is used in the relation between host
and guest. Theatre entertainment, by my definition,
takes place, not only on the stage, but at the box office,
in the lobby, the foyer, the rest rooms, and the auditorium itself. Once within the doors of the theatre, the
purchaser of a ticket becomes a guest of the management, and the management's simple duty is to entertain him until he leaves." H e also says that, " the exterior is, in a sense, a show window.. .. The lobby should
be exciting and stimulating co the passer-by, colourful,
but not ornate.... The patron shottld feel the spell of
the theatre before he reaches his seat." The italics are
ours.
We offer no defence for decoration in bad taste. We
do think, however, that the dignity and restraint of a
London club, or of a concert hall should not be the
goal of the theatre designer. If he feels he must prostitute his art or act contrary to his best judgment by
designing a theatre that is colourful and stimulating,
he has, in our opinion, overlooked the true function of
the moving picture theatre co entertain.
The restraint and dignity of the legitimate theatre
was quite logical for there was life and colour upon
the stage. In recognition of this difference, the modern
tendency in decoration is an attempt co bring life and
colour into the auditorium, the public rooms and out
into the street. The architect holding this view will welcome d1e opportunity co design the sign and marquee,
and will not wash his hands of this important adjunct
by leaving it to others.
At this stage we may attempt to establish che relative importance of the requirements. The picture itself
and the projection equipment are obviously more
important, but as they are the "exhibit", rather than
the building, they do not enter this classification.
First comes sight. The patron mLlst see the picture
without srraining. Sight includes floor fall and seating
radius. He now can see the picture comfortably and
even a deaf patron has something. H e next must hear,
and the sound, guided by the shape of the auditorium
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and absorbed by the acoustical treatment, must be true
and natural so that once his attention is gripped by the
scory, it is not relaxed by his annoyed contemplation
of a mechanical device. Next comes his comfort, and
air-conditioning and seating here run a close race. Next
comes lighting, which may be an integral part of the
decoration. Last of all comes decoration as such. The
embellishment, or decoration, should be the result
of satisfying all these requirements and cannot be
divorced from lighting.
Whereas the stage is the primary consideration in
the design of legitimate theatres, the screen is the consideration in che design of moving picture theatres.
This does not mean the platform under the screen, but
the screen itself. It is important, then, for the architect
to find the size or approximate size of the screen which
his client may use. Failing this, he should seek the
advice of the manufacturers of projection equipment.
The size of the screen assumes ·some importance in the
design of a theatre with a balcony.
Although the real estate angle is well understood by
the competent executives in most of the theatre chains,
let us assume that the architect has a client with no
building experience and who looks to him for guidance
from the beginning. The architect should know
enough about this phase to advise his client with
confidence. If the enterprise fails because of wrong
location, some reflection is bound to be cast upon the
architect.
Location:
Chain stores, restaurants and all businesses that
cater to small purchase customers, are situated where
there are many customers (or where many custOmers
are expected in the immediate future) even if chis
means locating adjacent to other chain stores, restaurants, etc. The moving picture theatre is similar to the
chain store in that its customers are many and they are
making a small purchase. A block away from the traffic artery, where the shoppers are, may be as good as
miles away. It has been well proven chat customers
give preference in their small standard purchases to
scores that are adjacent, are attractive and are cooled in
summer. This also applies co moving picture theatres.
The next type of location is more of a gamble, but
it may bring more returns because the initial cost is
less: that is, location in a new neighbourhood. This
location must also be on a traffic artery (or on one that
is laid out as such) , but may be in a new neighbourhood. A change in city planning, or a bridge, may turn
chis potential traffic artery into a second rate street.
The building of a theatre in such a location, however,
may actually stimulate building in a district where
growth has been sluggish, because confidence begets
confidence.
Building off a traffic artery is sometimes a tempting
snare. The suggestion may be advanced that residents
of a well-co-do suburban area would patronize a wellappointed theatre in their small shopping district. Yes,
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they would; but not in sufficient numbers to make it
pay. Your client's theatre is open six evenings a week
and so must draw on a large area.
We have in mind such a location where a highlyrestricted residential street became a shopping centre
for a few blocks, to become a residential street again.
This high-class shopping centre catered to the resicients of a highly-restricted area. It was their shopping
centre. The standard, highly-efficient, but blatant,
marquee and sign were not permitted. It was tOo inaccessible, and many people in other parts of the city
had only a vague idea where it was. This beautiful little
moving picture theatre has, to date, not been as successful as its beauty and appointments deserve.

Parking:
It is advisable tO mention parking to your client. He
may not have considered it. In smaller theatres, it is
not so important, but in houses seating one thousand
or more, your client will be forced to think about it
sooner or later. In business sections not entirely built
up there are often parking lots on vacant land. Some
arrangement is made whereby the parking fee is refunded if a theatre ticker is purchased. Sometimes the
patron parks his car with a tacit understanding that
he will attend the theatre. In this case the theatre
owner is paying parking rental for some car owners
who do not attend. Such parking arrangements can
never be permanent, as the more congested the district
becomes (and the more need for parking), the more
chance there is that such parking lots will be built
upon.
A parking lot beside your theatre on your client's
own land is the ideal condition, bur has one drawback.
It creates a dead area beside your theatre. Unless skilfully created by the architect, it is inevitable that unsightly billboards will eventually be erected. Fences or
billboards are not as desirable as shops or restaurants
beside your theatre. If such a lot is purchased, the
architect should include some kind of continuous billboard or screen wall with car entrance in the centre.
It should be surfaced with concrete, if possible, near
the entrance, so that cinders will not be spread over
the public sidewalk.
We believe that the ideal condition would be to
purchase the property immediately behind the lot,
fronting on the next street. A five-foot passage at the
side of the building would have to be provided tO give
patrons access to the street on which the theatre fronts.
Rear entrances are not practical for small theatres.
Now that the architect has decided upon a location
and has been forewarned about parking we will list
the various types of buildings for the presentation of
moving pictures:
Downtown First-Run Houses:
These are usually old houses built for the presentation of vaudeville and moving pictures. They are large
at present, bur we believe new downtown houses will

be smaller in the future. They, of course, have entrances on important traffic arteries, and for the sake of
economy are built back from the street. It is safe to
assume that future downtown houses for moving pictures will be virtually the same as neighbourhood
houses but slightly larger. They will not be built back
from the street, for the entertainment possibilities of
the facade, as well as the advertising value, will be considered of paramount importance. With future changes
in our building codes they may be housed in buildings
devoted to other purposes.
Up to 2,000 seats.

Neighbourhood or Comm-unity Houses:
This is the type the great majority of people patronize because they are around the corner. They are
usually open in the evenings with one matinee a week.
The architect must use his own judgment what accommodation and appointments are suitable for the neighbourhood. Ample lavatory accommodation, however,
is essential. With two or three d1eatres within a few
blocks, what is known as a deluxe house might be very
successful if the pictures shown are comparatively new.
Usually the client wants to build his theatre with the
least possible expenditure, but it can have "big theatre
beauty" by a judicious expenditure of his money. They
should be built on traffic arteries.
Up to 1,5 00 seats.
Art Cinemas:
In every large city there is room for a small house
catering to the taste for the unusual in pictures, such
as foreign language and "dubbed" films, educational
films and old films with a special or topical appeal.
This type is the least democratic of all moving picture theatres and appeals to the most cultured class of
movie patrons. If this class is not catered to in the
design and appointments, it can easily become a second
rate house shortly after opening. If the people who
en joy such films do not feel at ease in such a theatre,
they will not patronize it, and there is nothing left to
do but show older standard films with a lower admisSlon pnce.
A wise plan is to introduce the atmosphere of the
picture gallery and theatre green room. The decorations may be rich but very restrained. The seating
should be generous and the lounge space ample. The
exterior should be plain and slightly aloof. While all
moving picture theatres should be on traffic arteries,
patrons will seek our this type more than any other.
300 to 500 seats.
News Reel Theatres:
Theatres of this type are located in downtown areas
adjacent to other theatres, stores, railroads and bus stations; or anywhere where there is a larger number of
transients or shoppers who have time to kill. They
have been built in railroad stations,
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Such a plethora of news reels appeal to only a small
percentage of evening customers out for entertainment. Operating costs are reduced with the ticket
vendor operating a turnstile, thereby dispensing with
a doorman.
100 to 400 seats.
Drive-in Theatres:

Several have recently been opened in the United
States, but it is too soon to say whether or not they are
successful. This type should be located on a very busy
highway on the edge of a city. As the lot has to be very
large, the location must be the right combination of
heavy traffic and cheap land. It could be built in combination with a large service station and restaurant.
One such theatre, recently built, occupies a lot 500 feet
square with seating in cars for approximately 1,600
persons. The patrons sit in their own cars parked on
slight ramps with a view of the screen over the cops of
the cars ahead. The screen, 30 feet by 40 feet, is
mounted in a housing very much like a theatre stage
without the auditorium. Headlights are extinguished
upon entering, as the field is floodlighted. Sound is
from amplifiers behind the screen, but experiments
are being tried with earphones in the cars. Seems coo
ambitious, at present, for Canada.
Most of the various types of theatres for the showing
of moving pictures have now been covered. The architect may now be asked his advice regarding size. Having due regard for the factor of obsolescence, the architect may well ask, "What is the future maximum?"
Size:
In our large Canadian cities the largest theatres
showing moving pictures were originally built for
vaudeville or vaudeville and moving pictures. Some
of these houses have a seating capacity of over three
thousand.
Their size was dictated by the cost of the entertainment provided. Travelling companies of thirty or more
included highly-paid stars. A large number of stage
hands were required to put the show on and the house
provided an orchestra and organist. To yield a profit,
the admission price had to be fifty cents or more.
The number of vaudeville patrons decreased, so that
to keep houses full, the owners of vaudeville circuits
were forced to give up this type of entertainment in a
large number of their theatres. The amazing growth
of radio and screen brought about a reversal of the star
policy. Headliners became those known to the public
through screen and radio and they demanded even
greater salaries than former vaudeville headliners.
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to the efforts of Equity and the pressing demand
Hollywood for experienced actors (due to talking
pictures) the salaries of all actors rose.
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At the same time the stage hands unions became
more powerful and inopportunely demanded greater
tribute to further embarrass the purveyors of vaudeville entertainment. Vaudeville gradually left the large
moving picture houses, then disappeared from the
vaudeville houses. At the time of writing there is no
vaudeville in Toronto, a city of eight hundred thousand population.
Since the opening of these large houses, a levelling
process has been going on. The neighbourhood houses
now have "big theatre beauty" and appointmentsand often better seating and air-conditioning. These
large theatres built for vaudeville and moving pictures,
but now showing only pictures, seem like giant ghosts
of the past. There is no organ (though the organ may
come back), no orchestra, no life and colour on the
stage.
They can still be operated because of our very human desire co see pictures when they are new- before
others have seen them. It is doubtful if such large theatres will ever be built again. We believe the future
maximum for downtown houses will be 2,000 seats.
When these obsolete houses are altered there will
be an attempt co compensate for the absent life and
colour upon the stage with a dramatic use of light in
the auditorium, which has already been suggested.
Another reason for smaller houses is that there are
more pictures, more theatres and more patrons than
formerly. Vaudeville entertainment entails a large
production expense which may be expanded for a
larger theatre but cannot be contracted to suit a small
house. The vaudeville theatre must be large to pay
expenses and larger still to show a profit.
No such condition governs the seating capacity of
moving picture theatres. The film rental and projection is the only major operating expense, and while
there is no definite relationship, the film rental varies
with the age of the film and the capacity of the house.
Because people go tO the movies oftener (more
patrons) there are more pictures they have seen. There
are also more types of pictures so that patrons are more
discriminating. Two theatres in one block are better
than one excessively large one. Finally, as theatres are
often units in chains, one of two theatres may be closed
during periods of dull business.
Mr. Hcm, som iJ 111i1h

th~

Ji,rm of Kapla" & Spraehma". A tteom/. artiele by
him u;itl appear ?te,.,·t 1ll·Q11th.
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I. West front with view o f circular
staircase at the end of the patio .
2. The patio with the swimming
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canopies are pa inted indian red .
Pavement and sta ircase pro jections
are of stone in the same colo ur,
mixed with polished c ream te rrazzo
slabs. The pool is lined with t iles in
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THE

ROYAL

ARCHITECTUR A L

THIRTY-FIRST

INSTITUTE

ANNUAL

OF

CANADA

MEETING

AT THE

R . A . I. C .

HEADQUARTERS
(P. Q. A. A. ROOMS)

627 Dorchester Street W est, Montreal, Que bec
ON FRIDAY AND SATURDAY, THE 18TH AND 19TH FEBRUARY, 1938

Programme
FRIDAY, THE 18TH FEBRUARY, 1938
9 .30· 11 .00 A.M.-Registration of Members and Delegates.
P.Q.A.A. Rooms, 627 Dorchester Street West.
9.30 A.M.- Meeting of the retiring Executive Committee of
the Council. P.Q.A.A. Rooms.
11.00 A.M.-Meeting of the retiring (1937) Council. P.Q.A.A.
Rooms.
12.00 Noon-General get together, in P.Q.A.A. Assemb ly
Room.
1.00 P.M.-luncheon.

2.30 P.M.- Visits to o ld and new bu ildings in Montreal, cars
leaving from 627 Dorchester Street West .
4.30 P.M.-Opening of Provincial Exhibition and R.A.I.C.
Exhibition, Art Gallery, 1379 Sherb rooke Street Wes t.
5.30 P.M.-Meeti ng of Fellows, P.Q.A.A. Council Room, 627
Dorchester Street West.
7.00 P.M.- Dinner, The Arts Club, 2027 Victor ia Street.
(Informal.) A Programme of entertainment wi ll fol low
the dinner.

SATURDAY, THE 19TH FEBRUARY, 1938
10.00 A.M.- In'aug ural session of the T hirty-first Annual Meet·
ing of the Royal Architectural Institute of Canada,
Council Chamber, P.Q.A.A.
(a) Read ing of the Minutes of the Thirtieth Annual Meet·
ing held at Toronto, Friday and Saturday, the 19th
and 20th February, 1937.
(b) Report of the Council.
(c) Discussion of the report of the Council.
(d) Reports of Standing Committees:
(1) Architectural Training,
Mackenzie Waters, Chairman;
(2) Scholarships,
H. l. Fetherstonhaugh, Chairman;
(3) Art, Science and Research,
Prof. M. S. Osborne, Chairman;
(4) Professional Usages,
w. l. Somerville (F), Chai rman;
(5) Public Relations,
Eric W. Haldenby, Chairman;
(6) Editorial Board, "The Journai-R.A.I.C." ,
Burwell Coon, Chairman;
(7 ) Joint Committee of R.A.I.C. and C.C.A.,
A. J. Hazelgrove, Chairman;
(8) Exhibitions and Awards,
E. I. Barott, Chairman;
(e) Reports of Special Committees:
(1) Housing,
A. J. Hazelgrove, Chairman;
(2) Duty on Plans,
Alcide Chausse, Chairman;
(3) Standardization of Structural Timber,
Herbert E. Moore, Chairman;

(f) National Construction Council of Canada.
Gordon M. West (F), President.
(g) Report of the Ho norary Treasure r, including the
Auditor's Report. H. l. Fetherstonhaugh, Honorary
Treasurer.
(h) Report of the Election of the Delegates from the
Component Societies to the 1938 Council of the
Royal Architectural Institute of Canada.
Mr. Alcide Chausse (F), Honorary Secretary.
1.00 P. M.- Buffet l uncheon-P.Q.A.A. Rooms, tendered by
the members of the P.Q.A.A. to the R.A.I.C.
2.00 Business Sessions.
(i) Unfinished Business from previous session.
(j) New Business.
4.00 P.M.- Meeti ng of the (1938) Council.
(1) Election of Officers.
(2)
f
c
Appointment o the Executive ommittee.
(3) Budget for 19 3 8.
(4) Appointment of an Auditor.
(5) Appointment of Standing Committees.
(6) Delegation of powers of the Executive Committee of
the Council.
(7) Authorization for the Honorary Treasurer to pay
certain expenses.
(8) Place of next Annual Meeting.
(9) Other Business.
5.00 Meeting of the (1938) Executive Committee of the
Council.
7.30 P.M.-Annua l Dinner at le Cercle Universitaire de
Montreal, 515 Sherbrooke St. East (Formal Dress).
Announcement of awards in R.A.I.C.Student Competition.
Presentation of Honorary Fellows hip and Fellowships.

The draw ings submitted in connexion with the R.A.I.C. Student Competition, will be exhibited in the P.Q.A.A. Council Room, Saturday
February 19th.

COMMITIEE OF ARRANGEMENTS
Messers. H. l. Fethe rstonhaugh, C hairman; C harles David, W. S. Maxwell, PhillipJ. Turner, l udger Venne, Henri S. Labe lle, H. R. little, Alcide
Chausse, E. I. Barott, lucien Parent, A. C. Pai ne, louis Amos, R. E. Bostrom, Henry Burden.
This Programme may be subject to changes which will be announced at the Business Sessions.
A group photograph of t he members will be taken immediately following the luncheon on Saturday, February the 19th.
W. l. SOMERVILLE, President.
ALCIDE CHAUSSE, Honorary Secretary.
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FROM cco UR FOREIGN CORRESPONDENT", BALI
N one of the Christmas lercers forwarded on ro us
we were accused of being profitless in the subject
maccer of our dispatches to the ] otJ,rnal of a Royal
Society. We bridle under the rebuke because there is
nothing very profitable chat we can tell you about, say,
architectural philosophy, if we all know so little about
ic. Also any remarks chat we may make upon local
architecture in foreign parts is by circumstance superficia l and impressionist. If you want ro know for sure
whether they flashed with lacquered coconut matting
at AngkorVatyou can go ro a Public Library, We can't.
If you don't care what they flash with outside of N orth
America, don' t glare, it is not our fault.
So, reprovingly may we give as the title of our
remarks chis m onth: "Profitable lessons to be learnt
from Balinese architectural practice and current sculptural form".
To begin with, we wish to make it quite clear that
we did not come ro Bali for the single reason, or rather
the double reasons, that bring most rourists here. We
came because, tired of travel, we thought there might
be an opening for an architect in this island paradise,
and we need one as our partner tells us that our Canadian practice has all gone ro pieces. We have come to
no decision as yet, buc in a spiri t of camaraderie we will
let you in on some aspects of the professional scene.
At the present time there are no straight architects
in Bali at all. In fact, in the Balinese language there
are no words for either architecture or art. Those who
build and design do so usually on the side from sculpting, flute play ing or dancing. The sculptor has the
highest social rating in the professions, ranking below
the priests, the nobility, and the blacksmiths only when
the latter are carrying their cools. Only the painters
who take co building go to the trouble of making working drawings or even free sketches.
Unlike Canada, canon law is projected even into the
most technical of minor building by-laws, some of the
most important of which should be noted as their
quaint complexity is a lmost equal co chat of the English. No private house may be built with foundations
higher chan those of the local parish temple. T he first
sod m ay not be turned, the roof begun or occupation
taken of even the smallest building except on auspicious days which vary according to district, orientation
and the digestion of the local Brahmana, or priest. If
a bamboo tree stares to grow up through the floor there
is nothing much to be done about it, it is a sacred tree
and cannot be lightly dug up and thrown away. If mild
discouragement and lack of care do not prevent it from
growing through the roof it will have robe regarded
as a column. lf the wife of the owner of a house should
have a girl and boy twins at home, they must move
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them and themselves, or an attendant, to a temporary
shelter at the crossroads for 42 days, after which the
house is wrecked and redesigned in a different location.
Something like chis was done in Northern Ontario, but
the provocation there was greater.
Besides the Law there is the Lore of Bali to contend
with. Sometimes it helps, sometimes it hinders. Take
for instance, the problem of .fire resistance in buildings;
the Balinese have carried the science of homeopathy
from the organic to the inorganic, and innoculate
buildings against fire by a frieze of hot pornographic
sculpture. Poses, studs and vertical boarding in Bali
must run the way the wood did in the tree. If the end
towards the roots is upwards, the goodness runs away
into the earth. Should the owners of a house be bothered by insomnia, and it can't be cured by medicine, it
is probable chat the "aling-aling" wall at the entrance
is unsatisfactory and it should be taken down and rebuilt, as it is most likely an insufficient block to wandering spirits at night. T he "meren" or master bedroom is the only room chat normally requires a wooden
door; if newlyweds, or girls so beautiful that it is a
danger co them, come to stay, the " meten" can be
vacated during their visit.
In all our travels we have never met a country whose
architects ignored irs sculprors so greatly as in Canada.
In the cute little bronzes in Scandinavian cities, in the
megalomania apparent in che monuments of the Mediterranean countries, and in the lush profusion of the
bas-reliefs of India and Indonesia, sculptors have a
deciding sway in the appearance of civic architecture.
Not so in Canada, and it is perhaps profitable to compare the vagaries of Canadian and Balinese sculpture.
In Canada we have not yet got rid of that full-busted
woman with one shoulder-scrap off holding alternately
a sheaf of wheat, a cog-wheel, palm leaves, or as in the
recently publicized arms of Gravenhurst, Ontario,
"seated on a sofa wich arms ourscretched" holding goblets; representing respectively Agriculture, Industry,
Peace and Health. There is a quaint, and we believe
accurate, story about the circular sculptured plaques on
the recent North American Life Assurance Building
in Toronto. T he architects used the same lady, this time
representing Assurance, extending a calm right arm
over the American Hemisphere. She was to be balanced on the ocher side by a sister extending her left
arm over che Americas. The Italian carvers who were
entrusted with chis job did the right-handed one satisfactorily, but in reversing che design for the righthanded lady, they reversed the geography too, putting
Nova Scotia in the Pacific and mandating Hawaii to
Eire. This plaque was not installed, but can be bought
cheap.
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There is at least one well-known architect who has
revolted against sculptural tradition and is renowned
for his decorative skunks and other items of Canadiana
and totem poles. We remember one of his buildings
chat has quite a little zoo up by the cornice at which
we have often gazed in a state of suspended animation
while we waited for the red light There is a quantity
of furry animals and most ~xrraorclinary birds, but to
chis day we don't know what they are. No doubt the
muskrat and the yellow-bellied sap-sucker are worthy
Canadians, but we don't move in their set and they are
more foreign to most of us around that red light than
the Giant Panda.
T he Balinese approach the problem of sculptural
decoration with greater straightforward ness. They
also have their reliefs of Industry, Plenty, Peace and
Agriculture, but, instead of our decollete lady, they
have symbols half demoniacal and half floral. All such
figures are logically not given lower jaws because, being symbolic and therefore divine, they don't eat. The
scone they use is so soft it can be carved with a butter
knife, so sculpture is profuse. It is also cheerful because, lacking agate vitrolite, they bring colour to their

buildings by painting the sculpture yellow and red;
like the Shell Oil Company, who bring their colours as
well as their gasoline from nearby Batavia co enliven
Canadian streets. T he Balinese have the same yearning, for Baliniana, but they carve such things as dogs
with fleas, drunken Dutchmen, scenes from American
gangster films, bicycling accidents, broken-down flivvers, people dancing the Garis; all scenes from a Balinese day. Some of the fireproof scenes are nor actually
daily occurrence, at least we have never seen them. To
us a frieze of fur-hatred Canadian policemen trying to
keep their ears warm would be more typical Canadian
than a whole clutch of muskrats.
We would like to suggest to the Oshawa City Council, who have undoubtedly done their best to incorporate Oshawa life in rhe Oshawa coat of arms, chat it may
be time to design a third coat of arms, simpler and
without angle irons, culverts and upright pianos: "On
a bend, pourpure, a Prime Minister, rampant proper;
in base, very sinister, Nebuly, three foreign agitatOrs,
all gules". T hey would do it in Bali and the P. M.
might or might not have a lower jaw.

OBITUARY
On D ecember 30th, 193 7, there passed away at his
home in Peterborough, after a short illness, William
Blackwell, one of the oldest architects in rhe province,
in his eighty-eighth year.
William Blackwell was born in Lakefield and
received his early education in Peterborough. He studied architecture under the late Walter Strickland in
Toronto, continuing his studies in New York, and
practising for a shore time in Winnipeg before coming
back in 1884 to open an office in Peterborough. In
1886 he married Annie A. Hales, of Bassingbourne,
Cambs., England.
Until his retirement from active work in 1926, he
carried on a wide practice. His work included such
buildings in Peterborough and the surrounding district
as the Nicholls Hospital, the Isolation H ospital, the
Y. M. C. A. and Y. W. C. A. buildings, the Public
Library (in association with the late John E. Belcher,
C.E.), the Fire Hall, various schools, churches, factory
buildings and most of the larger residences. He was
Resident Supervising Architect for the Dominion
Armouries Building when it was erected in Peterborough, in 1907.
He was appointed co the first Council of the Ontario
Association of Architects on July 22nd, 1890.
He is survived by his widow and two sons, R. H . H .
Blackwell, B.A.Sc., Contracting Engineer, of Jacksonville, Florida, and W. R. L. Blackwell, M.R.A.I.C.,
who has been associated with him since 1919, and is
carrying on the practice.
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Department of the Provincial Secretary
ONTARIO
If you rep ly,
please refer to No. 2974

Toronto, July 22nd, 1890.
Sir,
I am commanded by His Honour the LieutenantGovernor-in-Council to inform you that pursuant to
section 6 of Chapter 41 , 53 Victoria, he has been
pleased co appoint you to be a Member of the first
Council of the Ontario Association of Architects for
the term of one year.
His Honour the Administrator of the Government
by Proclamation bearing date this day, has been
pleased to name the 5th day of August now next, at
the hour of ten of the clock in the forenoon, at the
office of Messieurs Langley & Burke, Number 15
Toronto Street, in the City of Toronto, as the time and
place where the Council shall meet for the purpose of
organization. Please acknowledge the receipt of this
letter.
I have the honour to be, Sir,
Your obedient servant,
G. E. LUMSDEN,
Assistant Secretary.
William Blackwell, Esq.,
Architect,
Peterborough, One.
The above is the late Mr. Blackwell's notice of appointment co the first Council of the O.A.A. and is of considerable
hiscoric imerest.-Editor.
Journal, Royal Architectura l Institute of Canada, February, 1938.

ACTIVITIES OF THE INSTITUTE
EMBERS of the Institute are urged to attend
the T hirty-first General Annual Meeting of
the R.A.I.C. to be held in Montreal on February 18th and 19th, 1938. A very interesting programme has been arranged for this meeting, details of
which will be found on page 42 of this issue.
His H onour, the Lieutenant-Governor of Quebec,
has graciously accepted the invitation of the Institute
to attend the Annual Dinner.
Owing to the fact that the notices and conditions
governing the Annual Exhibition co be held at the Art
Gallery in Montreal were unavoidably de layed, the
president has advised the secretaries of distant provincial associations that preliminary photographs will not
be necessary and that enlargements will be accepted.
These are co be sent direct to the Honorary Secretary,
627 Dorchester Street West, Montreal. The Exhibition
will be opened at the Art Gallery on Friday, February
18th, at 4.30 p.m.
T he following were elected presidents of their respective associations at the annual general meetings
held recently:
Wm. Fred'k. Gardiner, M.R.A.I.C., of Vancouver,
President of the Architectural Institute of British
Columbia.
S. P. Dumaresq, F.R.A.l.C., of Halifax, President of
the Province of Nova Scotia Association of Architects.

M

J. Simeon Bergeron, M.R.A.I.C., Quebec City,
President of the Province of Quebec Association of
Architects.
The annual general meeting of the Ontario Association of Architects was held at H art House, TorontO,
on Saturday, January 29th, 1938. Following the business session, the annual dinner was held at the University Club. Mr. A. S. Mathers was re-elected president.
The executive of the Institute wishes co extend congratulations to Messrs. A. S. Mathers and E. l. Barott,
who have been recently added to the lise of Academicians of the R.C.A., and to Messrs. S. D. Ritchie and
P. R. Wilson who have been made Associates of the
Academy.
We have been advised by the railways that special
rates will be given to parties of ten or more leaving
Toronto for the convention. Members wishing to take
advantage of chis offer, please communicate with the
secretary as soon as possible, so chat reservations can
be made both on the train and at the hotel.
Delegates attending from points other chan Toronto
please notify the Honorary Secretary, Mr. Aleide
Chausse, 627 D orchester Street W esc, Montreal.
Carroll Mitchett,
Secretary, R.A.I.C.

GLASS IN ARCHITECTURE AND DECORATION
By RAYMOND McGRATH and A. C. FROST.
Reviewed by H. H. MADILL.

"G

LASS in Architecture and Decoration" is a
most impressive volume of over six hundred
pages of almost foolscap size; but its dimensions are not out of proportion to the influence of glass
on contemporary design or its importance as a building material. T he exhaustive treatment of the subject
makes this book an historical and scientific reference as
well as an inspiration in the almost limitless purposes
te which the material may be put.
The first section, "The Making of Glass", is a complete review of the history of the industry and the
various methods of manufacture from its accidental
discovery, and its development as a luxury, co its pressent important position as a necessity. At a time when
one hears so much discussion on methods of taxation,
it is interesting to read that in 1758 the price of a silvered place 60 inches x 42 inches was £811 17 I 0 of
which £3 7 I 1Ol 0 was.excise duty. If our governments
learn of chis rate of revenue and apply it to the quancities of glass that are used today, they will have no
further worry about unemployment relief, but would
be able co pay off the national debt as well.

on "Glass in Architecture", is to trace the history of
architecture itself. We realize that the use of glass has
had as much effect on modern design as had the introdnction of the skeleton frame in steel or reinforced
concrete. Even in the light of this modern work we
marvel at the adventurous designs of the Crystal Palace, the Palm H ouse, Kew Gardens and the Galeries
des Machines of the nineteenth century. The illustrations of this section (and we would like to have seen
even more included) inspire us with the possibilities
that lay before the designer.
In the section "Glass in Decoration" the hiscorical
sequence is again followed. The illustrations show that
the use of glass in this field has not developed to the
same extent as it has as a building material. Up to the
present, few architects have been interested in the
possibilities in this phase.
The fourth section on "The N ature and Properties
of Glass", treated with a scientific thoroughness, and
the Appendix containing much useful practical infermarion, complete a book which will be the envy of
every· other branch of industry.

To trace the history of glass, as is done in the section

Published by The Architectural Press, 9 Queen Anne's Gate, S.W.l,
London, England. Price, $15.78.
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PROVINCIAL PA GE
A represmtative of the Editorial Board bas been asked to write a letter each
month to the Journal in order that members may k1zow somethh1g of the activities of Provincial Organizatiom throughout the Dominion. The monthly letter
may come from any member, but the represmt,ttive of the Board is responsible.
It is hoped that this page witt become of increasing interest to members.

BRITISH COLUMBIA
This Chapter comprises the various members of rhe Institute in Victoria and vicinity, but other members in Comox,
Duncan, Nanaimo, ere.
While meetings have not been held as regularly as might
have been, it is the intention to foster them with a view of
our material interest, encouragement of students, etc., and
keep in touch with the various phases of the construction
industry.
There is considerable activity in the building industry,
particularly in the residential and apartment fields, and most
of the architects have a considerable amount of work on hand.
The Dominion Bank are erecting a new bank in the City
of Viccoria and a considerable am01.mt of work is being carried our by the National Defence in this district.
Our Chapter is roday co have a meeting with the Plasterers'
Association with a view to closer co-operation between our
Instinue and that body.
It is regretted that Mr. J. C. M. Keith, F.R.I.B.A., the architect for Christ Church Cathedral in this city, has been indisposed for some considerable rime. Our Institute at its annual
meeting honoured Mr. Keith with an Honorary Membership
in the Institute, an honour well deserved by this highlyrespected architect.
Having been now advised of the dare for submission of
these articles, ir is hoped that subsequent articles will be
more complete and submitted in adequate rime for your
Board.
Hy. Whittake·r,
President, Victoria Chapter, A.I.B.C.
MANITOBA
The Thirty-third Annual Meeting of the Manitoba Association of Architects was held in the Winnipeg Winter Club
on January 17th, 1938. During the business meeting, which
preceded the Annual Dinner, the retiring president, H. H. G.
Moody, outlined the activities of the Council for the past
year. He spoke in detail of the endeavour to enlist the interest of the architects in the Small House Construction project
which is being inaugurated by a local group. A report was
made on the Interim Report of the Committee on Foundations and on the work of a small committee appointed to
consider Town Planning needs in Winnipeg.
Professor M.S. Osborne presented the Twenty-fifd1 Annual
Report of the Department of Architecture to the Secretary in
which he outlined the department's work of art extension
throughout the province through the medium of radio lectures, exhibitions and co-operation in the work being carried
on by Miss Alice Johannsen.
Three new members were welcomed into the Association :
Gordon R itchie, Harry Barrett and R. P. Blakey.
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The new members elected to the Council were E. Parkinson, Ralph Ham and G. L. Russell. At the close of the meeting
the Council elected F. W . Watt, President for the coming
year, and Edgar Prain, Vice-President.
Among the guests of honor at the Annual Dinner were
His Worship, the Mayor of Winnipeg, John Queen, who
spoke on his plans for the relief of the housing situation in
the city, and Mr. R. Mclaren, A.I.A. of Chicago, who outlined some of the difficulties which were facing the housing
authorities in the United States. Other guests were Prof. John
A. Russell, A.I.A., of the Department of Architecture of the
University of Manicoba; Prof. G. H. Herriott, President of
the Association of Manitoba Land Surveyors; Mr. V. Michie,
President of the Association of Professional Engineers, and
Mr. D. H. Hunter, Architect, of Ottawa, Acting Resident
Architect of the Department of Public Works.
Following the dinner an illustrated talk on "Modern Architecture" was given by Prof. M. S. Osborne of the Department
of Architecture of the University.
The Edicor of rhe j ournal is to be commended upon the
excellent photographs which have been appearing each
month. It seemed to me that those in the December issue
were of especially high quality.
It is something of a satisfaction to those of us who attempt
co find a few notes of interest to include in the "Provincial
Page" to hear rhar they are actually being read. However, in
the last issue, when I mentioned that the spelling of architectural students was not always of the best, one of my colleagues pointed out that one of my words was misspelled.
While I insist that it was a typographical error, I do not claim
to be above that sort of thing, and unfortunately 1 have no
secretary to check me up.
From my last exam. papers: "The Egyptians protected their
dead so chat they m ight rise again on the day of recreation."
"The scone above the comb or esophagus of the Pharaoh was
alrernated in space and stone."

-Milton S. Osbot-ne.
ONTARIO
Another of the monthly luncheon meetings, under the
auspices of the Toronto Chapter, was held on the 12th of
January at which there was a gratifying attendance. Mr. Eric
Haldenby, who was in England for the Coronation, gave a
most interesting and witty talk on "Coronation Decorations".
He was privileged co have a sear in Westminster Abbey
as the representative of the R.A.I.C., and his description of
the wonderful pageant of the crowning of Their Majesties
was most vivid. He was impressed with the way in which the
vast crowds were handled, particularly with regard ro the
expeditious manner of chose set down at che various entrances
of the Abbey.
At a recent meeting of the Hamilton Chapter, Professor
Eric Arthur, Editor of the ]oternal, together with Mr. Mathers
Jou rnal, Royal Architectural Institute of Canada, February, 1938.

and Mr. Coon, were guests of the Chapter and, after a wellattended dinner, were given the opportunity of explaining
the new set-up of the j ournal, about which there has been
misunderstanding in many quarters. We believe their talk
has clarified the situation in the minds of the Hamilton members. This is all to the good, for it is very essential that the
]ou·mal have the whole-hearted support of the profession.
Mr. Richard A. Fisher was invited recently by the Canadian Broadcasting Corporation ro give a calk on the series, "A
Critic Speaks". He outlined the distinction between good and
bad architecture and his outspoken criricism was very apropos. We have often felt that just criticism of one another's
work is of great advantage co architects.
At the next monthly luncheon of the Toronto Chapter on
the 17th of February, Mr. Arthur L. Fleming, K.C., will give
an address on "The Architect and the Law", which should
prove instructive.
- Allan George.
QUEBEC
Preparations are well advanced for the Annual Meeting of
the Royal Architectural Institute of Canada to be held in
Montreal on February 18th and 19th.
The Exhibition of Current Canadian Architecture upon
which the Institute's awards are to be made will be held in
the Galleries of the Art Association. The drawings of the
architectural schools will be hung at the headquarters of the
P.Q.A.A. A feature of special interest, however, will be the
exhibit of old French-Canadian Architecture that is to be
held at the same time and place. This display is being sponsored by the Provincial Government, who have, in connexion
with the Historic Monuments Commission, a unique collection of photographs of buildings in Quebec.
To those not already familiar with the excellent work done
by the Historic Monuments Commission of the province in
recording what may be called a distinctly national architecture, attention is drawn to the fact that during the last fifteen
years three valuable books have been published entitled "The
Manor Houses of Quebec", 'The Old Churches of Quebec"
and "The Isle of Orleans". The architectural profession is
certainly indebted to the Quebec Government for their
attempts to preserve a record of these buildings of the 17th,
18th and early 19th centuries, and for their further interest
in arranging an exhibit for the R.A.I.C. Annual Convention.
The preparation of an additional and valuable memoir of
all the important French-Canadian churches and religious
buildings in the province has been for the last fifteen years
the work of Professor Ramsay Traquair. It is hoped, as a
result of his exhaustive studies, that a book on the subjectof a similar character to that published by Professor G. E.
Pearse, of Johannesburg, on the Dutd1 Colonial architecture
of South Africa- will before long be in the primers' hands.
Congratulations are due this month to John Bland, B.Arch.
(McGill), A.R.I.B.A., who heads the list of those successful
candidates in the examination for the diploma of the Architecmral Association's School of Planning and Research for
National Development.
A real loss co the younger generation is felt in the death of
Arthur Prideaux, A.R.I.B.A., on December 23rd. Mr. Prideaux was educated in Edinburgh, and ever since 1913 has
been associated with Messrs. Nobbs and Hyde's office. In
recent years he acted also as demonstrator in the School of
Architecture, McGill University, where he was most popular
with the students. He had a distinguished military career in
the Grear War with the University Company, P.P.C.L.l.
Entering as a private, he was decorated for bravery, and subsequently obtained a commission in his regiment.
- Philip ]. Turner.

(( 0 , CANADA"

YE KEEP OF YE OLDE ORANGE CRUSH CASTLE,
HUMBER RIVER, TORONTO

CANADA FIRST
"The false notion which had induced some Canadian institutions to engage the services of foreign in preference to
Canadian architects, seems in turn to be displayed by some
Canadian architects in the purchase of materials for their
buildings. Some of the most important buildings recently
erecred in Canada are literally full of American materials,
counterparts of which we believe might have been purchased
from Canadian manufacturers without disadvantage as
regards quality or price. We do nor advocate the purchase of
Canadian materials simply because they are Canadian. On
the contrary, where a distinct advantage in quality or price
lies with the foreign material, it is perfectly justifiable for the
architect to purchase abroad. Where the quality and price
are about equal, preference should be given to native materials. By giving Canadian materials .first consideration Canadian architects can substantially aid the development and
prosperity of many important industries engaged in the production of articles used in building construction. If, on the
other hand, they show preference for foreign materials, our
manufacturers will be deprived of much trade to which they
are entitled and of the incentive to achieve the higheSt degree
of perfection of which their arc is capable. Nor only so, but
our arrizans will be deprived of employment. 'Canada First'
is a mottO which should obtain in business as well as in
politics."
THE CANADIAN ARCHITECI AND BUILDER- MAY, 1898.

KLONDIKE ARCHITECTURE,
LONDON, ONTARIO
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H E passing of the second reading of the ArchiteCts' Registration Bill in the British H ouse of
Commons by a vote of 225 to 50, on Friday, December 17th, has created a deal of satisfaction amongst
the members of the profession in Great Britain.

From all accounts it would appear that Mr. A.
Beverly Baxter, M.P. for Wood Green, Middlesex, and
writer of the popular "London Letter" in Maclean's
Magazine, proved quite the champion for the architects on this occasion. His speech, which brought a five
hours somewhat dull debate ro a close, is well worth
reading. Mr. Baxter distinguished himself with bringing both humour and conviction into his argument.
His reference, quoted below, to the character of Mr.
Pecksniff in "Martin Chuzzlewit", evidently did much
to prove that the unregistered architect was not an
individual ro be encouraged. "When Charles Dickens
planned his book 'Martin Chuzzlewit' he wanted to
expose the greed, rapacity and fraud of mankind, and
in looking abour for his character he did not take the
crooked solicitor, the sharepusher, the company director, or the journalist. He asked himself: 'What type of

man is the most dangerous to the community?' and he
chose an unregistered architect."
Following on with the incident of "Martin Chuzzlewit" at the laying of the corner-stone of the new grammar school , he finished his speech with saying:

"If for nothing else chan to protect rhe members of
this House from having to lay the corner-stones of
buildings designed and fabricated by men unworthy of
the title of architect, I ask the House to give the Bill a
second reading."
"Astragal," in the Architects' Journal, in commenting on Mr. -Baxter's speech, says: "Mr. Beverley Baxter
finished the matter. Looking rather like Mr. Pickwick
himself, Mr. Baxter dealt with Mr. Pecksniff's qualities
at length and left the H ouse no option bur to pass the
Bill or create Pecksniffs. The House decided to act on
the warning."
The profession in Great Britain have, through the
debate in question, been given a lot of useful publicity
as to the importance of employing properly-qualified
architects.

SASKATCHEWAN

VIMY MEMORIAL BANDSTAND, SASKATOON
FRANK ]. MARTIN. ARCHITECT
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Adaptable for Use Where
Other Insulations Fail . . .

withstands the onslaught of
heat-conducting moisture
Thanks to the m1 ique, natural st ructure
of cork . . . a formation of m illions of
cell s of entrapped s t i ll air . . . Arm strong's Corkboard provi des the effec·
tive combination of low thermal conductivity plu s high res istance to m oi stur e .
Installations of this mat eria l m a d e
twenty and thirty years ago are still on
th e job ... still providing money-saving
protection to users.
Armstrong's Corkboar·d Ins ul a t ion is
recognized as the standard ins ulation for
low temperature rooms. Write today for·
our free illustrated booklet, "Armstrong's
Corkboard I nsulation for Cold S to r age
Hoorns".

THE beau t i f ul l ines conce ived by the arch i tect
find an added charm in the simplici t y of design of

HEES YEN ETlAN BLINDS
the ideal means of control of daylight and ven tila·
t ion. Too strong glare of sunshine is diffused into a
softened indirect light by the simple turn of a cord
- draught is eliminated and air currents directed .
H EES VEN ETlAN BLIN DS are manufactured from
the f inest materials obtainable - they are reliable,
with no intricate mechanism to go out of order.
We will gladly supply any information required our wide experience in installations in all t ypes of
windows is placed at your service. Our new book
of colour samples, lists, specifications and measuring
charts will be sent upon request.
Sold by lead ing house f urnishings stores
and interi or decorators.
MAN UFACTURED AND GUARANTEED BY

ARMSTRONG CORK & INSULATION
Company Limited
MONTREA L

TORON TO

WINNIPEG

QUEBEC

GEO . H. HEES

SON

and Company Limited
TORONTO

MONTREAl

IS

''DOORS TO BE
CONTROLLED BY

LE''

SPUN
ROCK
WOOL
for
UNEXCELLED INSULATION I
R•s'd.

Rock spun into a wool tha t really
BULK
insulates against heat, cold and
BATTS
sound. The long resilient fibres
ROLLS
withstand constant vibration.
BLANKETS
Specified by leading architects
PIPE
as the finest insulation to conCOVERING
serve heat and to keep a home
cool in summer.
Wt·ite for full information to

SPUN ROCK WOOLS LIMITED
THOROLD, ONT.
Distributors for Easte rn Canada:
F. S. BRIDGES, LTD., TORONTO 5
Manufacturing Agents: ASBESTOS LTD., MONTREAL

Want to eliminate the danger of scalding
in your shower baths
For the utmost in quiet, comfort, efficiency and long life, specify YALE
Door Closers. Their quality and
performance will back up your
judgment.
Built like a fine engine, YALE Door
Closers provide the dependable kind
of door control that will please your
diems. They are made in models to
meet the requirements of doors of all
types and locations.

-

and stop unexpected
changes in the water
temperature?

e

No more slipping in a
soapy tub or on a wet tile
floor while trying to dodge
a "shot" of icy cold or
scalding water-When you
use a shower bath regulated
by a Powers safety shower
mixer the temperature remains right where you want
it. You can really enjoy the
thrill of a comfortable
shower in absolute safety.
Why they're more economical
-There's no loss of time or waste
of hot or cold water while waiting
for a shower atthe right tempera·
ture- Powers mixers cost more
-They're worth more.
Write for eireular describing
tbi3 remarka ble show~ mixer.
Tht: Ca nad ian Pow<":rs Regulatos;
Co. , Limited, 19~ Spadina Avenue,
Toronto, Ontario.

THE YALE & TOWNE MFG. CO.
Canadian
16

Division,

St. Catharines, Ontario
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REASONS WHY!

CANADA

HARDWARE
LI.MITED

"Over-the-Top" Door Equ.i p·
mcot offers the most revolucionai'Y imJ?tOve':nenrin garage door
operanon stnce garages came
into existence. . . . . .
Lifts the doors, up out
•
ofthe 1uay.
Easily operated h)'
•
wome11 and childreu.
Applicable to OLD or
•
new doon.
Quitkl)' installed-no
•
costly fitting.
Never needs adjust·
•
men/ o·r servici'llg.
•

Weather: tight-:- 110
StJOW or 1ce wo·rrt.ts.

•

For do()rs varying
from 8' to tB'i" width
and 7' to 1 2' in height .

Priced withi11 the
•
rett<h of every Ptwse.
Contractors - Builders! The
dealer in your community will
gladly share proli ts with you oo
equipmeot you sell. '-Vrite for
more information.

LADORE & CO.ll M I TED

Builders' Hardware Specialists

57 RICHMOND ST. EAST, TORONTO
ELgin 5307 and 5308

•
Agents for

Belleville-Sargent & Company,
UMITED

Henry Hope & Sons
ENGLAND

Norton Door Closers
and many other kinds of

Artistic Finishing Hard ware
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Architects: Mathers & Halden by
Structural Engineer : Gordon L. Wallace
General Contractors :
R edfern Construction Co. , Limited.

NEW GYMNASIUM
UPPER CANADA COLLEGE
TORONTO

DIMENSIONS:
Span-56' 0" c. to c . legs
Height at Eaves- 19' 10"
Vertical Cleorance--33' 0"

Ontario's First Steel Rigid Frame
The modern design illustrated above is the first example of STEEL RIGID
FRAME to be built in Ontario.
The profile of the roof which was chosen for this structure is but one of many
forms to which this new type of design may be adapted. Spans up to 200 feet
have already been built.
In Recreation Buildings, Assembly Halls, Aeroplane H angars and all other types
of wide-span structures, STEEL RIGID FRAME introduces a new trend in
gracefulness and efficiency.

Steel Rigid. Frame Offers:
1. Redu ction of waste bui lding

volum e to an abso lu te mini mum.
2. Graceful appearance.

3. Speed of Construction.
4. Un fail ing Strength and Security.
5. Economy of First Cost and
Maintenance.

Literature and information on STEEL RIGID
FRAME and other uses
of STRUCTURAL
STEEL are availab l e
upon request.

